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mainly noisy reflecting multi topic, changing states of mind
information in unfiltered and unstructured format. Analyzing
unstructured data is in itself a difficult task and extracting
useful information from it’s a big challenge. For doing this,
there is a need of powerful tools and technologies which can
help to handle millions of tweets and extracting sentiment
from them. There are many different possible ways to do this.
In this paper we are using R language to do sentiment
analysis [11]. R is an open source approach used for
analyzing on-line reviews to perform sentiment analysis and
text mining [4].

Abstract—Nowadays social networking sites are at the blast
from where huge amount of information is produced or
retrieved. 90% people of the world are sharing their
perspectives every day on micro blogging sites, since it contains
short and simple expressions. The various devices, mobiles,
laptops, tabs and other IoT data gadgets generate huge volume
of data and Microservices based web applications running on
these have made it simpler for us to get any kind of data at any
time and from any place. Social media is also used for expressing
our opinions for the products and services. The feedbacks and
ratings of millions of the social site users can be collated to
extract their attitudes and sentiment towards any products or
services and use that information for future market and
business improvement or domain analysis. Mining user’s
opinion from social media is a difficult task; it can be refined
into numerous ways. In this paper, an open source approach is
presented which we have collected tweets from Twitter API and
then pre-processed, analyzed and visualized these tweets using
R. To analyze sentiments of tweets we are utilizing a statistical
tool, R programming. This sentiment analysis is based on text
data retrieval from streamed web and then classifying people
perspectives in eight distinct classifications of feeling (disgust,
fear, anger, anticipation, sadness, trust, surprise) and two
unique sentiments (positive and negative).
Keywords—Sentiment
Programming, Twitter
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Sentimental Analysis is a strategy to explore whether a
gathered content is in positive, negative or neutral state.
Essentially, it involves examining the emotions related with
a piece of writing for any topic. Sentiment analysis is used
to check the opinions, taste, views and interest of individuals
by seeing diverse prospective, for example, celebrity,
politicians, foods, places, or some other topic [5]. In
sentimental analysis we usually classify everyone’s mood in
various classifications.

R

Distinct levels Sentiment Analysis can be applied are as
follows:

I. INTRODUCTION
These days, technology has got its new and higher pace.
This development has changed human’s way of expressing
their opinions, sentiments and views and the platforms in
which they do so [1]. We know that there are almost around
111 micro blogging sites [10].
Micro blogging websites are just social networking
webpage on which people write regular and short posts. One
of the most famous micro blogging services is twitter where
people can post and read messages which can be 148
characters long [4]. Messages in twitter are known as Tweets
which we will utilize as crude information. A strategy that we
will use automatically extracts tweets into neutral, negative,
and positive sentiments [10]. By utilizing the sentiment
analyses the user can able to know the criticism about the
services or item before buying it and the firm can know about
the feeling of clients about their items, with the goal that they
can analyze consumer satisfaction and according to that they
can improvise their items. Today around approx 6500 tweets
are tweeted every second, which roughly brings out 561.6
million tweets for every day. These streams of tweets are
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•

Level 1.
Sentence level: It recognizes neutral, negative and
positive sentiment for every line [8].

•

Level 2.
Document level: It recognizes the entire record of
sentiment as one entity or one unit neutral or negative or
positive [8].

•

Level 3.
Aspect level: It is utilized in case of the availability of
traits inside post, input text or entity. Each trait can hold
a sentiment in its own. It can prompt a superior analysis
and results if taken into consideration. Some sentiment
analyses techniques are applied for grouping on this
level where all attributes having a similar sentiment
outcome are gathered together [8].

•

Level 4.
User level: It handles the social connections between
various clients by utilizing graph theory [8].
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In [3] authors describe the utilization of sentiment
analysis methods on text-based information that is related to
health care. This information is ideally extricated from web
sources. The sentiment analysis for health care identifies the
areas that are appreciated, criticized, proposed with
improvements or reasoned upon execution.

A. Need of Sentiment Analysis
Sentiment analysis is increasingly very important
because of rise of web-based life. Sentiment analysis can be
utilized in all sorts of task and strategies. Some of them are
in the field of:
•

•

•

Business: In marketing field organizations utilize it to
build up their strategies, to understand user’s sentiments
towards their items or brand, how everyone react to their
campaigns or item launches and why shoppers don't buy
some items.

In another [12] author studied the sentiment analysis on
mobile reviews.
III. DATA COLLECTION AND CLEANING
Data collection is the process of gathering and measuring
information on targeted variables in an established systematic
fashion, which then enables one to answer relevant questions
and evaluate outcomes. Accurate data collection is essential
in maintaining the integrity of research.

Politics: In political field, it is utilized to monitor
political view, to recognize inconsistency and
consistency between activities and statements at the
administration level. It can be utilized to predict election
results as well!

Data cleaning refers to identifying incomplete, incorrect,
inaccurate or irrelevant parts of the data and then replacing,
modifying, or deleting the dirty or coarse data. In this paper
we fetched 3000 tweets from twitter for analyzing sentiments
of twitter user’s for E Healthcare and some taken diseases
(Heart Attack, Depression, Diabetes, Cancer, Tuberculosis)
by using R. Then we have converted those collected tweets
into data frame and then perform data cleaning on it because
there is so much useless data in it which are not going to be
used during sentiment analysis like semi comas, blank
spacing and so on. Data collection and data cleaning is the
very important or essential part of sentiment analysis.
Without data collection sentiment analysis is impossible and
without data cleaning sentiment analysis is useless because
that will be inaccurate.

Public Actions: Sentiment analysis is also utilized to
monitor and analyze social wonders, for the spotting of
situations which are possibly dangerous and deciding the
general state of mind of the bloggers.
II. RELATED WORK

This section illustrates other similar work done related to
sentiment analysis.
In this paper [2] author describes the importance and
applications of opinion mining and sentiment analysis in
social networks and the basic concepts, challenges and
comprehensive study in different sections.
In [6] author describes the preprocessing steps which
have to be applied to extract bags of words from Twitter data
in detail and propose a topic-based sentiment analysis
approach. The paper has focused on exploiting the results of
the default parameter for the topic modeling method.

A. Tools and Packages Used
The project is done in RStudio GUI using various
packages as listed below:

In another paper author presents an algorithm to convert
“bulk of data” available from social media (Twitter) into
useful data and extract information by processing it to suit
our requirement. Other benefits related with the automatic
sentiment analysis presented, include subjects who express
their opinions frequently have much distinct opinions than
others. All thoughts are extracted in real-time, letting for
earlier response times to market changes and for full timebased data because of which it become possible to plot trends
over time using R language on twitter. The obtained analysis
can be used to infer population attitudes to generalize the
prevailing trends of the market and make predictions
regarding profit making sectors [7].
In [9] authors describe the main objective of this paper
was to describe and design system for twitter data analysis
and visualization by using R and the big data processing
technologies called Hadoop. They developed a set of
analytical representation which helps user to identify
product, people, services and movies data and can gain
insights from it and they also took a set of visualizations,
implemented in Shiny web applications which helps to
integrate user interface with RHadoop.
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1.

twitteR: It is an R package which provides access to the
Twitter API. Most usefulness of the API is supported,
with an inclination towards API calls that are more
valuable in data analysis instead of day by day
interaction.

2.

ROAuth: It provides an interface to the OAuth 1.0
specification enabling clients to authenticate via OAuth
to their preferred server.

3.

plyr: It is a set of tools for a common set of issues: we
have to part up an information structure which is big into
homogeneous pieces, apply a function to each piece and
after that combine every one of the outcomes back
together.

4.

dplyr: A consistent, quick tool for working with data
frame like both out of memory and in memory, objects.

5.

Stringr: A consistent, simple and easy to utilize set of
wrappers around the fabulous 'stringi' package. All
function and argument names are consistent, all
functions deal with zero length vectors "NA's" similarly,
and the output from one function is easy to feed into the
input of another.
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6.

Step 7: Creating sentiment histogram.

RcolorBrewer: Provides color schemes for maps (and
other graphics).

7.

tm: A framework for text mining applications within R.

8.

wordcloud: Plot a word cloud

9.

Syuzhet: Extracts sentiment-derived plot arcs and
sentiment from content utilizing a variety of sentiment
dictionaries conveniently packaged for consumption by
R clients.

library(sentimentr)
library(syuzhet)
some_txt6 <- iconv(some_txt6, from="UTF-8",
to="ASCII", sub="")
ew_sentiment<-get_nrc_sentiment((some_txt6))
sentimentscores<data.frame(colSums(ew_sentiment[,]))
names(sentimentscores) <- "Score"
sentimentscores
<cbind("sentiment"=rownames(sentimentscores),sentime
ntscores)
rownames(sentimentscores) <- NULL
ggplot(data=sentimentscores,aes(x=sentiment,y=Score)
)+
geom_bar(aes(fill=sentiment),stat
=
"identity")+theme(legend.position="none")+xlab("Senti
ments")+ylab("Scores")+ggtitle("Total sentiment based
on scores for heart attack")+theme_minimal()
colSums(ew_sentiment)

IV. EXPERIMENT AND RESULT
Step 1: create twitter account
Step 2: Now we have to authenticate with twitter by using
consumerKey, consumerSecret, accessToken, accesSecret.
Step 3: Fetching tweets from twitter and saving tweets into
.csv files

A. Word Cloud of Various Diseases

tweets<-searchTwitter("E
Healthcare",n=3000,lan="en",since="2000-01-01")

Word cloud is a content mining strategy that enables us to
feature the most frequently utilized keywords in paragraphs
of content. This strategy is sometimes referred to as content
clouds or tag clouds, which is a visual representation of
content information.

tweets.df<-ldply(tweets,function(t) t$toDataFrame())
After conversion of data (tweets) into data frame we will
save it to a file with .csv extension named as e healthcare
tweets in Ms Excel where 3000 tweets are collected and
saved from year 2000 to 2018.
write.csv(tweets.df, "e healthcare tweets.csv")
Step 4: Data Cleaning
There is lot of noise in the data like “@” “/” “:” “##”,
which has to be removed from the data, therefore data
cleaning is required.
Now we will get all the text by following command
1.

some_txt=sapply(tweets,function(x) x$getText())
After this we will run following command to clean the

data
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

some_txt1=gsub("(RT|via)((?:\\b\\W*@\\w+)+)","",so
me_txt)
some_txt2=gsub("http[^[:blank:]]+","",some_txt1)
some_txt3=gsub("@\\w+","",some_txt2)
some_txt4=gsub("[[:punct:]]"," ",some_txt3)
some_txt5=gsub("[^[:alnum:]]"," ",some_txt4)

Fig. 1. Word Cloud of E healthcare

Step 5: Text mining
(After all this process now, we will do visualization)
Step 6: Creating word cloud.
library(wordcloud)
library(RColorBrewer)
wordcloud(some_txt6,min.freq=5,max.words=200,with
=1000,height=1000,random.color=TRUE,random.order
=FALSE, color=brewer.pal(8,"Dark2"))

Fig. 2. Word cloud of Heart Attack
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Fig. 3. Word cloud of Diabetes

Fig. 6. Word cloud of Depression

B. Results and Discussion
We have fetched 3000 tweets from twitter now we are
going to perform sentiment analysis. The fetched data is
converted into a R data frame and then a word cloud is plotted
which gives a visual representation of TF-IDF (Term
Frequency vis-à-vis Documents) as a word cloud. We now
plot a sentiment board and score. Below is a sentiment score
plot of E-HealthCare terms and some crucial health ailments
like Heart Attack. Here we are analyzing ten different types
of sentiments (positive, trust, joy, negative, sadness, disgust,
fear, anticipation, surprise, anger) for E Healthcare and five
diseases (Heart Attack, Tuberculosis, Diabetes, Cancer,
Depression).
It may be noted that a higher value of positive sentiment
elements like positive, trust, joy) can be attributed to dataset
having “sarcastic” entries, or entries having a semantic
context which is irrelevant, and filtering and analysis of
which is altogether a separate domain of work and beyond
the scope of this research. Fig. 7 shows that positive score is
477 and negative score is 304. Fig. 8 shows that positive
score is 303 and negative score is 275.

Fig. 4. Word cloud of Tuberculosis

Similarly, results were observed for positive score of 438
and negative score 326 in diabetes. In case of Tuberculosis
positive score of 289 and negative score of 254 was observed.
In case of cancer, positive score is 327 and negative score is
251. In case of Depression- positive score is 361 and negative
score is 380.
TABLE I: POSITIVE & NEGATIVE SCORE OF DISEASES

Fig. 5. Word cloud of Cancer
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Diseases

Positive score

Negative Score

E healthcare

477

304

Heart Attack

303

275

Tuberculosis

289

254

Diabetes

438

326

Cancer

327

251

Depression

361

380
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Fig. 7. Histogram of E Healthcare
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V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
By the above given sentiment analysis, we conclude that
for E-healthcare people have positive opinion and sentiment
as its positive sentiment score (477) is higher than negative
sentiment score (304).
This paper takes the perspective of analyzing social
sentiment of various ailments. This is a very curated set and
does not account for location aggregation and though it
shows a varied range of 10 different sentiments, there is still
scope further for a large-scale analysis along with weightage
assignment to the different sentiments for a more refined
analysis as future work for this research.
Location aggregation-based analysis will provide exact
insight about region specific sentiments, while weightage
assignment will provide clear segregation of sentiment
boundaries.
This paper research work can also be further extended to
analyze if multiple sentiments in one document like “love”
and “like” are synonymous to the sentiment “positive” and as
such multi-label classification machine learning can be done
as part of further research.
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